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Abstract
The paper contains several theorems which show the connections between dierent multiplica-
tive hyperstructures such as hyperdomain, strong hyperdomain, integral hyperring. The case of
hyperstructures with unity and weak unity is also studied. Finally, the hyperalgebra structure is
introduced and a geometrical example is given. c© 1999 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In 1982 the notion of multiplicative hyperring was given [5]; subsequently many
authors worked on this eld [8{11,13,14]. In this paper we want to give a more wide
and homogeneous statement of the art. First of all let us remember the denition of
multiplicative hyperring.
A multiplicative hyperring (A;+; ) is an abelian group (A;+) with a hyperproduct
 such that:
1. 8 a; b; c2A: a  (b  c) = (a  b)  c;
2. 8 a; b; c2A: (a+ b)  c a  c + b  c;
3. 8 a; b; c2A: a  (b+ c) a  b+ a  c;
4. 8 a; b2A: (−a)  b= a  (−b) =−(a  b).
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The hyperring (A;+; ) is said strongly distributive if properties 2 and 3 are substi-
tuted by
2.0 8 a; b; c2A: (a+ b)  c = a  c + b  c,
3.0 8 a; b; c2A: a  (b+ c) = a  b+ a  c.
Moreover (A;+; ) is said strongly left (right) distributive if only property 20 (30)
holds.
The hyperring will be called unitary if an element u belongs to A such that, 8a2A;
a  u= u  a= fag [6]. A unitary multiplicative hyperring will be called hyperskeweld
if, 8a2A; a 6= 0, there exist b; c2A such that u2 a  b and u2 c  a; if the hyper-
ring is commutative we will call it hypereld. Furthermore, a weak hyperdomain is a
commutative hyperring such that, if a  b= f0g; a 6= 0, then b2 c  0 for some c2A.
We will call a non-commutative hyperring weak integral hyperring if a  b = f0g;
a 6= 0 (b 6= 0), then b2 c  0 (a2 0  d) for some c2A (d2A). If a  b= f0g implies
a= 0 or b= 0 we will talk about hyperdomain or integral hyperring according to the
commutativity or not of the hyperring A. Finally, we recall that a hyperideal I is said
to be prime if a  b I implies a2 I or b2 I .
One of the aims of this paper is to revise these notions, generalize them and deepen
the interconnections among them.
2. Integral hyperrings
First of all we observe that we can characterize a new type of hyperring by dening
strong integral hyperring a hyperring A such that, 8 a; b2A, if 02 a  b, with a 6=
0 (b 6= 0), then b = 0 (a = 0); a commutative hyperring with this condition will be
called strong hyperdomain. The next proposition justies the adjective strong.
I. Every strong integral hyperring is an integral hyperring.
Proof. Obvious.
For a commutative hyperring Proposition I modies as
II. Every strong hyperdomain is a hyperdomain.
The converse of Proposition II is not true as we can see in the following example.
1. Let (A;+; ) = (Z;+; P), where 12PZ and P is the P-hyperoperation de-
ned in [14], that is 8 a; b2Z; aPb = abP. It has been proved that (Z;+; P) is a
P-hyperring and it is also a commutative multiplicative hyperring [14]; moreover it is
also a hyperdomain since aPb = 0 implies that ab = 0, that is a = 0 or b = 0. One
can see that it is also a weak hyperdomain; nally we observe that, if 0; 1P, then
(Z;+; P) is not a strong hyperdomain.
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As a special case of this example we have the hyperring (A;+; ) = (Z;+; ) where
a  b = fab; kabg with k 2Z; k 6= 1; (A;+; ) is a hyperdomain and a weak hyper-
domain. Finally, we observe that, for k = 0; (A;+; ) is not a strong hyperdomain.
With respect to the others structures, previously dened, the following properties
hold.
III. If A is an integral hyperring, strongly right distributive; then A is a weak integral
hyperring.
Proof. Let a; b2A such that a  b= f0g; if a 6= 0 then b= 0 and, since A is strongly
right distributive, 0 = b2 c  0; 8c2A. If b 6= 0, then a= 02 0  0, and this ends the
proof.
Similarly we can prove the analogous:
IV. If A is an integral hyperring; strongly left distributive; then A is a weak integral
hyperring.
As for strongly distributive hyperrings we prove that
V. All strongly distributive hyperrings (not being rings) are integral hyperrings.
Proof. This follows from the property that all products in a strong distributive hyper-
ring have the same cardinality.
Moreover:
VI. All strongly distributive hyperrings (not being rings) are weak integral
hyperrings.
For a quotient hyperring it is possible to prove that
VII. If (A;+; ) is a commutative multiplicative hyperring; I a hyperideal of A and
(A=I;;) a strong hyperdomain; then
a  b \ I 6= ; ) a  b I: (*)
Proof. If c2 a  b \ I , thus c2 I and c2 a  b, that is [c] = [0]2 [a]  [b] =
f[x]: x2 abg and this implies, since A=I is a strong hyperdomain, [a]=[0] or [b]=[0],
from which a2 I or b2 I that is a  b I .
VIII. If (A;+; ) is a commutative multiplicative hyperring; I a hyperideal of A and
(A=I;;) a strong hyperdomain; then I is a prime hyperideal.
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Proof. Let a; b2A such that a  b I and let a 62 I ; then, since [a]  [b] =
f[c]: c2 a  bg and a  b I , it results [a]  [b] = fIg = f[0]g, with [a] 6= [0] as
a 62 I . Thus it must be [b] = [0], that is b2 I .
As for the vice-versa of property VIII it is possible to prove that
IX. If (A;+; ) is a commutative multiplicative hyperring; I a hyperideal of A and
() it holds; then; if I is prime; (A=I;;) is a strong hyperdomain.
Proof. Let [a][b]3 [0] and [a] 6= [0]; then 9c2 I such that c2 ab, that is ab\I 6= ;.
Therefore, because of (), a  b I . From this it follows that, being a 62 I and I prime,
b2 I ; this implies [b] = [0], thus A=I is a strong hyperdomain.
We observe that the vice-versa of property VIII is proved under particular hypothesis,
while it has been proved [5] that, if A is a multiplicative hyperring and I one of its
hyperideals, I is prime if and only if A=I is an integral hyperring. It is also possible
to prove that
X. If A is a commutative hyperring and I a hyperideal of A; then A=I is a hyperdo-
main if; and only if; A=I is a weak hyperdomain.
Proof. Let A=I be a hyperdomain and [a] [b] = f[0]g with [a] 6= [0]; then [b] = [0],
that is b2 I . Since 8c2A c  0 I , or [c] [0] = f[0]g, then [0] = [b]2 [c] [0] and
A=I is a weak hyperdomain. Vice-versa, if A=I is a weak hyperdomain and [a] [b] =
f[0]g; [a] 6= [0], then [b]2 [c] [0] for some [c]2A=I ; from this it follows that, being
[c] [0] = f[0]g, that is [b] = [0]; A=I is a hyperdomain.
From the previous proposition it follows that the two denitions of hyperdomain and
weak hyperdomain coincide for hyperrings which are isomorphic to quotient hyperrings,
while the denitions of prime hyperideal and weakly prime hyperideal coincide always.
We now want to build some examples of the previously studied structures; rst of
all we observe that the special case of Example 1 can be generalized as follows:
2. Let A be a unitary commutative ring and let us dene a hyperproduct in the
following way a  b = fab; kabg, with k 2Z; k 6= 1; char A = 0 or char Aj=k{1; then
(A;+; ) is a commutative multiplicative hyperring. Moreover, if the ring A is a domain
then the hyperring (A;+; ) is a hyperdomain and a weak hyperdomain; furthermore,
if the ring A is a domain, k 6= 0 and char A= 0 or char Aj=k, then (A;+; ) is a strong
hyperdomain. Finally, if k =0 or char Ajk, then (A;+; ) is not a strong hyperdomain.
We can prove that (A;+; ) is a commutative multiplicative hyperring as it was done
in Example 1; moreover if ring A is a domain then a  b = fab; kabg = f0g implies
ab=0 that is a=0 or b=0 and this means that (A;+; ) is a hyperdomain. Furthermore
(A;+; ) is a weak hyperdomain since, if a  b = fab; kabg = f0g with a 6= 0, then
0 = b2 0  0. Let us now suppose that ring A is a domain, k 6= 0 and char A = 0 or
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char Aj=k; then 02 a  b implies ab = 0, that is a = 0 or b = 0, thus (A;+; ) is a
strong hyperdomain. Finally, if char A 6= 0 and char Ajk or k = 0, it can happen that
02 a  b with a 6= 0 and b 6= 0 and this proves that (A;+; ) is a hyperdomain but
is not a strong hyperdomain. More examples can be obtained from rings with special
hyperproducts.
3. Let A be a unitary domain and S one of its unitary subrings; if we denote with
T the set Snf0g and dene in A the hyperoperation a  b = abT , then (A;+; ) is a
strong hyperdomain. In fact it results:
a  (b  c) = a  (bcT ) = S
t2T
abctT = fabctt0: t; t0 2Tg= abcT = (a  b)  c;
(a+ b)  c= (a+ b)cT = f(a+ b)ct: t 2Tg
 fact + bct0: t; t0 2Tg= a  c + b  c;
(−a)  b= (−a)bT = (−ab)T =−(a  b) = a(−b)T = a  (−b):
Commutativity is obvious; moreover, since 0 62T and the ring A is a domain, it
results 02 ab, ab=0, that is a=0 or b=0, thus (A;+; ) is a strong hyperdomain.
The previous example can be generalized by considering a non-commutative integral
ring A an one of its non-empty subsets P, such that P \ Z(A) 6= ;; Z(A) the center of
A. Then (A;+; P) is a multiplicative P − HV -ring [10,11]; moreover if 0 62 (A;+; P)
is a strong integral HV -ring.
4. Let A be a domain and I one of its non-trivial ideals; if J = Inf0g we dene
ab=fabg[ J . Then (A;+; ) is a strong hyperdomain. As for associativity it results:
(a  b)  c = (fabg [ J )  c = fab; t: t 2 Jg  c = fabcg [ J [ ftc: t 2 Jg [ J;
a  (b  c) = a  (fbcg [ J ) = a  fbc; s: s2 Jg= fabcg [ J [ fas: s2 Jg [ J:
We observe that, if a and c are not zero, (a  b)  c= a  (b  c) = fabcg [ J , since
tc; as2 J 8t; s2 J ; if a= 0 or c = 0; (a  b)  c = a  (b  c) = I .
Moreover it results:
(a+ b)  c = f(a+ b)cg [ J = fac + bcg [ J = fac + bc; t: t 2 Jg;
a  c + b  c= facg [ J + fbcg [ J = fac; t: t 2 Jg+ fbc; s: s2 Jg
= fac + bc; ac + s; t + bc; t + s: t; s2 Jg;
thus (a+ b)  c a  c + b  c.
Finally,
(−a)  b= f(−a)bg [ J = fa(−b)g [ J = f−(ab)g [ J =−(a  b) = a  (−b)
and this proves that (A;+; ) is a multiplicative hyperring.
To prove that (A;+; ) is a strong hyperdomain we rst observe that the hyperopera-
tion is obviously commutative; moreover, if 0 62 ab=fabg[J , then, since 0 62 J; ab=0
and, being A a domain, it must be a= 0 or b= 0.
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5. Let (A;+; ) be the hyperring studied in Example 1, special case P = 1; k, and,
xed m 6= 0 in Z, let I = fmt: t 2Zg; it is easy to prove that I is a hyperideal of A.
We want to see if, under particular hypothesis, I is prime. If a; b2Z and a  b I
then a  b= fab; kabg I implies ab=ms, that is, if m is a prime, a=ms0 or b=ms00
which is equivalent to a2 I or b2 I , thus I is prime. When m is not a prime, e.g.
m = uv; 26u; v6m − 1, then for a = u; b = v it results a; b 62 I and a  b I , that is
I is not prime. Finally, we observe that, if mjk, property () of Proposition VII does
not hold.
Let us now study the structure of the quotient hyperring (A=I;;); since [a] 
[b] = fc + I : c2 a  bg= fab+ I; kab+ Ig then, if [a] [b] = f[0]g; a  b I and, if
I is prime, this implies a2 I or b2 I , that is [a] = [0] or [b] = [0]. From this we can
say that, if I is prime, A=I is a hyperdomain; vice-versa, if A=I is a hyperdomain and
a  b I , then [a]  [b] = fc + I : c2 a  bg = f[0]g and thus [a] = [0] or [b] = [0],
but this means a2 I or b2 I and this implies that I is a prime hyperideal. We have
then proved, in this example, that I is prime if, and only if, A=I is a hyperdomain
[5, 5:I]. Moreover we observe that, if k  1modm; A=I is a ring; if k is not congruent
to 1 modm, then A=I is isomorphic to the hyperring (Zm;+; ), where ab=fab; kabg,
built in [7]. Finally, if m divides k, the map  from the ring (Zm;+; ) to the hyperring
(Z;+; )=mZ dened as (a) = a + mZ is a weak isomorphism [4]; in fact it results
(a  b) = ab + mZ2 (a + mZ)  (b + mZ) = fab + mZ; kab + mZg = fab + mZ; mZg
and  is obviously a group isomorphism.
3. Special subsets
In [7] some particular subsets of a multiplicative hyperring (R;+; ) are studied, that
is a  0; 0  a; 0  0; 8a2R; for strongly distributive hyperrings such sets coincide and
0  0 is a hyperideal of R. We want now to study such sets in the Examples 2{4 and
7 of Rota [7] which we now recall:
I. (R;+; ) where R is a commutative ring and a  b = ha; bi, the ideal generated
by a and b.
II. (R;+; ) where R is a unitary ring, S one of its unitary subrings and
a  b= aS [ bS.
III. (R;+; S) where R is a unitary commutative ring, S one of its unitary subrings
and aSb= abS.
IV. (R;+; ) where R is a ring, I 6= f0g one of its ideals and a  b= ab+ I .
We observe that in Example I it results 00=h0i=f0g and a0=hai 3 0; moreover
all hyperproducts contains 0 and a  b= f0g implies a= b= 0. Thus the hyperring of
Example I is a hyperdomain and also a weak hyperdomain, while it is not a strong
hyperdomain, in fact it results 02 a  b also if a 6= 0 and b 6= 0.
As for Example II we have 0  0 = f0g; a  b 6= f0g if a 6= 0 or b 6= 0 and
a  0 = aS 3 0; thus also in this case the hyperring is both a hyperdomain and a weak
hyperdomain while it is not a strong hyperdomain.
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In Example III it results a  0= 0  a= f0g 8a2R; moreover 02 a  b 8a; b2R and
a  b= f0g , ab= 0. From this we get that the hyperring R is an integral hyperring
if, and only if, the ring R is an integral ring; in this case R is also a weak integral
hyperring while R is never a strong integral hyperring.
Finally, with respect to Example IV, it results a  0 = 0 + I = I8 a2R so it never
happens that a  b= f0g; moreover 02 a  b, ab2 I . Thus R is an integral hyperring,
is a weak integral hyperring but is not a strong integral hyperring.
Since in all examples seen up to now it results that 02 a  0 and 02 0  a, we want
to show an example in which 0 =2 a  0 or 0 =2 0  a.
V. (R;+; ) where R is a unitary domain, S one of its unitary subrings, T = Snf0g
and ab=aT+bT; 8a; b2R. First of all we must prove that (R;+; ) is a multiplicative
hyperring; in fact
(a  b)  c= (aT + bT )  c = fy2 x  c: x2 aT + bTg
= fz 2 xT + cT : x2 aT + bTg
= fz 2 (at + bt0)T + cT : t; t0 2Tg= aT + bT + cT = a  (b  c);
(a+ b)  c= (a+ b)T + cT = f(a+ b)t: t 2Tg+ cT
= fat + bt + ct0: t; t0 2Tg
 fat + bt0 + cs: t; t0; s2Tg= fat + cs0 + bt0 + cs00: t; t0; s0; s00 2Tg
= aT + cT + bT + cT = a  c + b  c;
(−a)  b= (−a)T + bT = a(−T ) + bT = aT + bT
= aT + b(−T ) = aT + (−b)T = a  (−b)
= a(−T ) + b(−T ) = (−a)T + (−b)T =−(aT + bT ) =−a  b:
For such a hyperring it results:
0  0 = 0T + 0T = f0g;
02 a  b, aT \ bT 6= ;;
0 62 0  a= 0T + aT = aT; 8a2Rnf0g, since R is a domain and 0 62T .
We can then observe that the multiplicative hyperring (R;+; ) does not satisfy
the hypothesis of the fundamental theorem for homomorphism between multiplicative
hyperring which says
Theorem. Let (A;+; ) and (A0;+; ) be two multiplicative hyperrings such that;
8 a0 2A0; a000=f00g=00a0; moreover let  be an homomorphism from A to A0. Then
the map  : A=Ker! Im dened as (a+Ker) =(a); 8a+Ker2A=Ker;
is an isomorphism of multiplicative hyperrings.
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Examples 2, 3 of Section 1 and III of Section 2 satisfy, as we have seen before, the
hypothesis of the previous theorem.
4. Unities
In Examples 1{3 of Section 1 an element u, such that a2 u  a = a  u for all a,
exists; in Example 4 of Section 1 such an element exists if the starting ring is unitary.
Hyperrings with the condition a2 u  a and a2 a  u are studied in [4,7]; such an
element is called weak unity. More examples of hyperrings having a weak unity are
I{III (and IV if the starting ring is unitary) of Section 2, that we now recall.
I. (R;+; ) where R is a commutative ring and a  b = ha; bi, the ideal generated
by a and b; then, since a; b2 a  b 8a; b2R, in R all elements are weak unities.
II. (R;+; ) where R is a unitary ring, S one of its unitary subrings and ab=aS[bS;
thus a2 aS [ bS 8b2R that is all elements of R are weak unities.
III. (R;+; S) where R is a unitary commutative ring, S one of its unitary subrings
and aSb= abS; the unity u of the ring R is also a weak unity of the hyperring.
IV. (R;+; ) where R is a unitary ring with u as unity, I 6= f0g one of its ideals
and a  b= ab+ I ; obviously u is a weak unity for the hyperring.
We can now observe that many results, proved under the hypothesis of existence
of an unity, still hold under the hypothesis of existence of weak unity. First of all we
can see how the denitions for hypereld and hyperskeweld and consequent results
modify if we request the existence of a weak unity.
Let (K;+; ) be a multiplicative hyperring with a weak unity u; K will be called
weak hyperskeweld if 8b2Knf0g 9c; d2K such that c  b 3 u and b  d 3 u. When
K is commutative it will be called weak hypereld. For such structures the following
results can be proved.
I. A weak hyperskeweld (K;+; ) is a weak integral hyperring.
Proof. If a  b= f0g and a 6= 0 then, from the hypothesis, 9c2K such that u2 c  a,
thus b2 u  b(c  a)  b = c  (a  b) = c  0: Similarly, if b 6= 0, there exists d2K
such that u2 b  d so that a2 a  u a  (b  d) = (a  b)  d= 0  d.
As a corollary of I we have
II. A weak hypereld (K;+; ) is a weak hyperdomain.
We can now observe that all results referring to the lattice of hyperideals in a unitary
commutative hyperring and to the radical hyperideal studied in [6] still hold when you
ask for existence of a weak unity instead of the existence of a unity. Similarly, all the
results for the spectrum [3] hold in a hyperring with weak unity; this happens because,
to build the local hyperring of fractions of a multiplicative hyperring (A;+; ) we need
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to study a particular subset:
S 0x = fT 2P0(A): 9n2N and 9W 2P0(A)=T W  xng:
Such set is multiplicative also on a hyperring with weak unity; obviously also the
relative local hyperring has a weak unity.
We now want to prove a proposition in the case of existence of a unity, that is of
an element u such that, 8a2A; au=ua=fag; for simplicity we will write ab=c
instead of a  b= fcg when the hyperproduct contains only one element.
III. If (A;+; ) is a multiplicative hyperring with unity; then: (1) A is not strongly
distributive, (2) A contains a ring S which is isomorphic through a map  to Z or
Zm, (3) 8a2A and 8s2 S; s= (n) or s= ([n]), it results s  a= a  s= na:
Proof. The hyperring cannot be strongly distributive since, in this case, all hyper-
products will have the same cardinality [7] and A would be a ring. Furthermore, we
observe that the map ' dened from Z to A as follows '(n) = nu, is a morphism for
the groups (Z;+) and (A;+); moreover it results '(n)'(n0)=nun0u=nn0u='(nn0).
Then S = Im' is a ring isomorphic to Z or Zm through a map . Finally, 8a2A and
8s= '(n), it results:
s  a='(n)  a=(u+   + u)  a(u  a+   + u  a)
=(a+   + a) = na= a  s:
We observe that the hyperring in Example 2 of Section 1 does not contain a unity;
as a matter of fact we can prove the following proposition:
IV. If A is a unitary ring it is not possible to build a multiplicative hyperring with
unity (A;+; ) in which a  b = ff(a; b); g(a; b)g, where f and g are two maps from
A A in A.
Proof. Let us suppose that (A;+; ) has a unity u; then, 8a2A; a= a  u= ff(a; u);
g(a; u)g; that is f(a; u)=a and g(a; u)=a. Similarly, 8b2A, it must be f(u; b)=b and
g(u; b) = b. Moreover, since  is associative, it must happen that, 8a; b; c2A:
(a  b)  c= ff(a; b); g(a; b)g  c
= ff(f(a; b); c); g(f(a; b); c); f(g(a; b); c); g(g(a; b); c)g
= a  (b  c) = a  ff(b; c); g(b; c)g
= ff(a; f(b; c)); g(a; f(b; c)); f(a; g(b; c)); g(a; g(b; c))g:
The equality of the two sets (a  b)  c and a  (b  c) implies in particular that
g(f(a; b); c)2ff(a; f(b; c)); g(a; f(b; c)); f(a; g(b; c)); g(a; g(b; c))g; we want to prove
that this is impossible.
Let us check all the possibilities; if g(f(a; b); c) = f(a; f(b; c)) then, for b = u, it
results: g(a; c) = g(f(a; u); c) = f(a; f(u; c)) = f(a; c).
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Similarly, we can prove that, if g(f(a; b); c)= g(a; f(b; c)), then g(b; c)=f(b; c); if
g(f(a; b); c)=f(a; g(b; c)), then g(a; c)=f(a; c) while, if g(f(a; b); c))=g(a; g(b; c)),
then we get f(a; b) = g(a; b). From these equalities it follows that, if  is associative,
it is an operation and (A;+; ) is a ring.
In the following section we will build a non-associative hyperstructure, with hyper-
operation of the previous type and with unity.
5. Non-associative hyperstructures
As we have seen a multiplicative hyperring is an abelian group (A;+) provided with
a hyperoperation  satisfying 1{4; an hyperalgebra is a vector space (A; K), where
(A;+) is an abelian group and K a eld, such that in A is dened a hyperproduct ⊗
satisfying:
i. 8a; b; c2A : a⊗ (b+ c) a⊗ b+ a⊗ c;
ii. 8a; b; c2A : (a+ b)⊗ c a⊗ c + b⊗ c;
iii. 8a; b2A; 82K : (a⊗ b) = (a)⊗ b= a⊗ (b).
If the following holds:
iv. 8a; b; c2A : (a⊗ b)⊗ c = a⊗ (b⊗ c),
we will talk of associative hyperalgebra.
If in A there exists an element u such that, 8a2A; a2 u⊗a=a⊗u, u will be called
weak unity; if it results a= u⊗ a= a⊗ u, u will be called simply unity.
In this paragraph we will present non-associative hyperstructures; for simplicity we
can still talk of multiplicative hyperring and hyperalgebra also if the hyperoperation is
not associative.
First, we give an example of non-associative, multiplicative hyperring with unity.
1. Let (A;+; ) be a non-commutative, unitary ring, u being its unity, and let us
dene in A the following hyperoperation ab=fab; bag; 8a; b2A; this hyperoperation
is commutative, thus we prove 2 and 3 of the denition of hyperring simultaneously.
It results:
(a+ b)  c= f(a+ b)c; c(a+ b)g= fac + bc; ca+ cbg
 fac + bc; ca+ bc; ac + cb; ca+ cbg
= fac; cag+ fbc; cbg= a  c + b  c:
Associativity does not hold in general; in fact
(a  b)  c = fab; bag  c = fabc; cab; bac; cbag
while
a  (b  c) = a  fbc; cbg= fabc; bca; acb; cbag:
Moreover we have, 8a; b2A:
(a  b)  a= fab; bag  a= faba; aab; baa; abag= a  fba; abg= a  (b  a):
Property 4 of the denition of hyperring holds, as one can easily prove.
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The element u2A is a unity in the hyperstructure (A;+; ), in fact it results
u  a= fua; aug= fag:
Before constructing an example of hyperalgebra we show a geometric hyperstructure;
let us consider the vector space R2 over the real eld provided with the following
hyperproduct x}y = fw: w2 r(x; y)g, where r(x; y) is the line passing through x and
y, if x 6= y, and x}x = x. The hyperoperation is commutative; moreover distributivity
holds for non-collinear triples of points. Furthermore, with respect to iii we observe
that (x}y) = fw: w2 r(x; y)g = x}y; as for iv it happens that, for all triples
of non-collinear points, x}(y}z) = fw: w2 rx(y; z)g, where rx(y; z) is the parallel
through x to r(y; z) while (x}y)}z = fw: w2 rz(x; y)g; rz(x; y) the parallel to r(x; y)
passing through z. Finally, if the three points are collinear or two of them are equal,
x}(y}z) = (x}y)}z = r(x; y; z). We observe that, 8x 6= y and 8z 6= w; z; w2 r(x; y),
it results x}y = z}w. In conformity with the denitions given by Tallini in [12] we
will call a hyperstructure of this kind Steiner hyperalgebra.
The same example, built over a projective space, gives an associative Steiner
hyperalgebra.
Let us now build some examples of hyperalgebras.
2. Let A = M (2;R) the vector space of 2  2 matrices over the real eld; we
recall that A is also a non-commutative ring with respect to the usual product rows by
columns. As we did in Example 1 (special case) we can dene over A the hyperproduct:
X ⊗ Y = fXY; YX g, furthermore i and ii are easily veried while iv does not hold. Let
us verify iii, it results:
(X ⊗ Y ) = fXY; YX g= f(XY ); (YX )g= f(X )Y; Y (X )g= (X )⊗ Y;
(X ⊗ Y ) = fXY; YX g= f(XY ); (YX )g= fX (Y ); (Y )X g= X ⊗ (Y ):
We have proved that A is a non-associative hyperalgebra, moreover A has a unity, the
unity matrix I .
Starting from the same vector space we can build two more examples of hyperalge-
bras one of which will be associative.
3. In A = M (2;R) we dene X  Y = fXY; XY Tg; rst of all we observe that this
hyperproduct is non-commutative. As for i and ii it results:
X  (Y + Z) = fX (Y + Z); X (Y + Z)Tg= fXY + XZ; XY T + XZTg
 fXY + XZ; XY + XZT; XY T + XZ; XY T + XZTg
= fXY; XY Tg+ fXZ; XZTg= X  Y + X  Z;
(Y + Z)  X = f(Y + Z)X; (Y + Z)X Tg= fYX + ZX; YX T + ZX Tg
 fYX + ZX; YX + ZX T; YX T + ZX; YX T + ZX Tg
= fYX; YX Tg+ fZX; ZX Tg= Y  X + Z  X:
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We can then verify iii as we did in the previous example. Moreover iv does not
hold, as
(X  Y )  Z = fXY; XY Tg  Z = fXYZ; XYZT; XY TZ; XY TZTg
while
X  (Y  Z) = X  fYZ; YZTg= fXYZ; X (YZ)T; XYZT; X (YZT)Tg
then A is a non-associative hyperalgebra. Moreover, the unity matrix I is a weak unity
for A; in fact it results X = X  I and X 2 I  X = fX; X Tg.
To obtain an example of associative hyperalgebra we consider a sub-hyperalgebra
of the provious one.
4. Let
B=

a b
−b a

: a; b2R

;
trivially B is a sub-hyperalgebra of the hyperalgebra A studied in Example 3. Moreover,
since the usual product is commutative in the ring B, the hyperalgebra B is associative.
In fact it results:
(X  Y )  Z = fXY; XY Tg  Z = fXYZ; XYZT; XY TZ; XY TZTgX  (Y  Z)
= X  fYZ; YZTg= fXYZ; X (YZ)T; XYZT; X (YZT)Tg
= fXYZ; XZTY T; XYZT; XZY Tg:
Then (X  Y )  Z = X  (Y  Z).
6. For further reading
The following references are also of interest to the reader: [1] and [2].
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